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Traditional power grid models are based on a central system for generating and distributing energy and have undergone

significant changes in recent years. The integration of the latest generation of technologies, rare in critical infrastructure

such as the Internet of Things (IoT), has facilitated the evolution to a more dynamic and connected power grid model now

known as the Smart Grid (SG). SG’s contributions result from introducing a mutual flow of information between

manufacturers and customers, from which both can benefit. This flow enables fine-grained consumption measurements

reported to each energy service provider in near real-time to provide consumers with up-to-date price data or control a

utility that contains the grid’s energy load in real-time according to actual demand, allowing utilities to perform accurate

demand response procedures by anticipating high demand peaks, avoiding and mitigating power outages, and distributing

the load on available generators. On the other hand, consumers can take part in programs that reduce electricity

consumption in the event of rising energy prices while using home-generated (renewable) electricity (such as the so-

called microgrid).
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1. Introduction

The above measurement model is called Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) . Technically speaking, this

infrastructure consists of several interconnected elements that collect home-measured consumption data, later passed to

the power company via an aggregation point. Part of this information is analyzed through Meter Data Management

Systems . As a result, further control procedures for the system include industry and information technology equipment

(integrated throughout the infrastructure) and correct usage of devices and resources by all involved parties. The

architecture for capturing measurement information from IoT devices and consistently controlling power generation

contributes to the development of cybersecurity attacks that can compromise resource availability and thus network

stability. Access control is essential to manage permissions for all users, processes, and heterogeneous devices that

interact continuously within the infrastructure in this complex environment. Therefore, it is imperative to consider the full

range of requirements for this scenario to apply the available solutions accurately and propose hybrid access control

mechanisms with integrated security monitoring mechanisms.

2. Authorization in Smart Grid (SG)

2.1. Definition and Participants

The focus is on the importance of authorizing and monitoring the security status of the participating entities within a SG

network. The main SG components are the Utility, the Smart Meter (SM) and the Aggregator. The Utility is responsible for

billing by computing the total consumption of a customer at the end of a billing period. The SM is placed within a house or

building, and its purpose is to collect the readings of the electricity consumption. The Aggregator represents the binder

between the Utility and the SMs. It is responsible to sum all the readings received by SMs and transmit the results to the

Utility. In this way, data become available without putting too much load on the Utility. In general, SG’s main goal is to

provide a dynamic two-way information exchange between Utility companies and their customers contributing towards a

smart and sustainable energy management. However, in such cases, the main challenges that a SG has to exceed are

related to scalability , trust  and interoperability . Thus, divergent information and operational technologies have to

cooperate for achieving interconnection of various mechanisms.

There are many ways to cope with the aforementioned challenges including but not limited to policy-based management.

Thus, policy specification languages are utilized to communicate the various authorization policies in numerous access

control applications with complicated policies. A well-known as well as commonly used language in SG ecosystems is the

XACML , which is used to construct complex authorization policies . The entities that participate under the policy
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manner are the following: (i) Policy Enforcement Point (PEP): this is responsible for performing the decision requests,

receives policy updates and accordingly translates them, as well as enforces the decisions that stem from each policy. (ii)

Policy Decision Point (PDP): this assesses the applicable policy against other relevant policies and attributes providing

the decision outcome to PEP. (iii) Policy Information Point (PIP): this acts as a source of attribute values to make a policy

decision. (iv) Policy Administration Point (PAP): this provides the authoring and the maintenance of a policy or a set of

policies. As it could be observed, in the SG ecosystem the participating entities own numerous titles. For instance, a Utility

in a domain may also be a PDP. That leads to the fact that the different roles can be allocated to an entity being

hardcoded in a device. Figure 1 shows the involved entities and the flows between them.

Figure 1. Illustration of participants in the authorization component of SAMGRID.

2.2. Motivating Examples

The focus is on the most notorious cyber-attacks in critical infrastructure that occurred in recent decades to gain a better

understanding of the presented notions. The approach aims to emphasize not only the security flaws that enable

cyberattacks in critical infrastructures, but also how a malicious actor can take advantage of various vulnerabilities and

launch attacks. Moreover, the following examples come from real-life events that shocked involved governments, citizens

and stakeholders, also these are explained in brief providing valuable insights.

Stuxnet was a directed cyberwarfare attack against the Iranian nuclear program. It was first uncovered in 2010; however,

it has been reported that it was in development since at least 2005. The attackers’ approach relied on delivering the worm

via USB sticks and local networks. Stuxnet infected both Windows PCs and also controllers. However, its behavior against

the controllers was totally different, picking controllers from a specific manufacturer. Once Stuxnet identified its targeted

controller then it went through an intricate process of fingerprinting to make sure that it was the target. When it met the

requirements, Stuxnet’s dropper loaded rogue code to the controller. The code injection enables Stuxnet to stealthily

launch its code, letting legitimate code continue correctly working. The rogue code periodically worked. When the attack

time came, the rogue code took control without letting the legitimate controller code understand. Finally, during the attack,

the genuine code of the controller was knocked out .

Another infamous example is BlackEnergy, which is the first reported successful cyberattack on a power grid. On 23

December 2015, the attack occurred, managing to disrupt three energy distribution companies in Ukraine and temporarily

stop the electricity supply to the end users. In particular, the attacking group that mounted the attack utilized spear-

phishing emails attaching malicious Excel documents with macros infecting computers in a targeted network. Additionally,

it obtained the credentials and hijacked the Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems to ultimately

switch off certain substations. At the same time, the attackers flood the call centers with automated telephone calls,

preventing the affected utilities from receiving outage reports from their customers (end-users) confronting the response

effort .

Additionally, a well-known attack is GreyEnergy targeting critical infrastructure organizations in Central and East Europe

in 2018. It is widely known that the malware used during this attack bears many similarities to the one used in the
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BlackEnergy attack (see above). The attacking group that was responsible for this cyber-attack used two ways to achieve

the intrusion into the organization’s network. One the one hand, the first weapon they used was through the GreyEnergy
mini, which is a first-stage backdoor that works without the demand of administrative privileges- the attackers searched for

public-facing web services running on servers that were connected on the targeted network. Once it was finished, the

attackers started mapping and scanning the network, as well as collecting credentials to obtain administrator privilege.

Then, they were capable of initiating the main malware. In particular, the attackers targeted servers with high uptime, and

workstations used to control industrial and control system environments. Additionally, they utilized command and control

services to establish communication among their computers (malicious network) and the compromised machines

(targeted network). On the other hand, the second way to end the targeted network was via spear phishing emails that

bear with them malicious attachments.

The cyberattacks in industrial control systems (ICS) are not a cybersecurity issue that belongs to the past, in 2020 a

ransomware encrypted data in Düsseldorf Hospital and then demanded ransom to unlock it. During this attack, the first

death by ransomware was reported. Particularly, the ransomware compromised the digital infrastructure that the hospital

relies on to organize its processes forcing the cancellation of many operations and other procedures. The ransomware

entered the University Hospital Düsseldorf’s network through a widely known vulnerability in a Citrix application . Apart

from this attack, in 2021 Colonial Pipeline—the largest fuel pipeline in the U.S.A.—shut down for five days due to a

ransomware attack . Herein, the attackers managed to compromise the targeted network utilizing a VPN account. They

found the related credentials inside a batch of leaked passwords on the dark web .

Apart from the aforementioned attacks, it is also mandatory to analyze the different attack stages to complete a

cyberattack in ICS. At this point, it is mentioned that the most well-known frameworks that provide the necessary steps for

an attack. On the one hand, there is the Cyber Kill Chain framework  that provides seven steps that attackers have

to fulfill to achieve their objectives, the steps are the following: (i) Reconnaissance; (ii) Weaponize; (iii) Delivery; (iv)

Exploitation; (v) Installation; (vi) Command and Control and (vii) Actions on objectives. On the other hand, there is the

MITRE ATT&CK framework  that provides 14 steps, which the attackers have to follow to accomplish their attack.

The steps for this are the following: (i) Reconnaissance; (ii) Resource Development; (iii) Initial Access; (iv) Execution; (v)

Persistence; (vi) Privilege Escalation; (vii) Defense Evasion; (viii) Credential Access; (ix) Discovery; (x) Lateral Movement;

(xi) Collection; (xii) Command and Control; (xiii) Exfiltration and (xiv) Impact. Both frameworks follow the same pattern.

The primary difference between the aforementioned frameworks is that the MITRE ATT&CK framework is a list that

consists of tactics and techniques; it is noted that it does not propose a specific order of operation. However, the Cyber kill

Chain proposes a well-defined sequence of events.

2.3. Security and Functional Requirements

As it could be observed, SG is an ecosystem that inherits risks that are directly related not only to the participating SG

components (Smart Meter, Aggregator, Utilities), but also to the inadequate security controls implemented by handlers to

these. This leads to the conclusion that security and functional requirements need to be declared for a scheme that aims

to provide authorization and security monitoring features. Since the functional and security requirements of a SG

ecosystem have been extensively expressedherein,  the light is shed on requirements related to security and functionality

being dedicated to authorization. In particular, the requirements  were formulated intending to meet high demands of SG

stakeholders. At the end, it is noted that the ensuing requirements were expressed adopting a security by design

approach.

2.3.1. Security Requirements

Since the security among a SG ecosystem depends not only on the devices (e.g., vulnerabilities), but also on the poor

security practices that are established for authentication and authorization purposes, a kit of standard security

requirements were expressed  applied to it .

Data confidentiality: Data exchanged within a SG ecosystem should be available only to SG components with the

respective privilege.

Data integrity and authenticity: Data exchanged among the participating SG components should be safeguarded

against alteration and replication; thus, these should be capable of verifying the origin of the acquired data.

Accountability: Devices, handlers/employees and end-users should be accountable for their actions.

Non-repudiation: Devices, handlers and end-users should not be able to deny their actions.
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Physical protection: All electronic devices that participate in a SG ecosystem should contain protection mechanisms to

prevent being tampered by adversaries with physical access.

2.3.2. Functional Requirements

Apart from the security requirements, a SG ecosystem consists of processes that demand specific functionalities to be

enabled. Analyzing herein, it is expressed that the functional requirements applying a security by design approach but

understanding the stakeholders demands .

Time consuming: As it is well known, the SG concept aims to support real-time services to its end-user. Thus, the

implemented application for authentication, authorization, policy updating should not consume much time and deplete

the available sources.

Scalability: A SG ecosystem should consist of applications that are capable of handling the numerous fluctuations of

grid’s size (e.g., nodes can join and leave a grid) without negatively affecting their performance.

Delegated access control: Any application access must be authenticated and authorized by a security policy, and the

granting decisions must be made relying on a trusted party.

Authorization: Any access to applications must be authorized according to a security policy.

Authentication: Requesters should be authenticated before accessing any application.

3. Security Authorization Approaches

Although the literature proposes different authorization methods and mechanisms for the SG ecosystem, to the best of the

knowledge, this is the first paper that proposes the seamless work of an opinion dynamics approach together with an

individual Authorization mechanism. Herein, it is an extension to the paper “FI-WARE authorization in a Smart Grid

scenario” written by George Suciu, Cristiana Istrate, Mari-Anais Sachian, Alexandru Vulpe, Marius Vochin, Aristeidis Farao

and Christos Xenakis, which has been published in the proceedings of the 4th Global Internet of Things Summit (GioTS)

in 2020. Some of the extensions of the work include: (i) an elaborated description of security and functional requirements

that should be accomplished by a proposed solution for authorization purposes in SG ecosystem; (ii) a proposal of an

opinion dynamics approach that works together with the initial version of the Authorization element proposed in ; (iii) a

summary of several performance evaluation experiments performed to analyze different aspects of the module

demonstrating the impact that the proposed solution has in terms of performance and efficiency and (iv) an analysis

related to the security features of SAMGRID. Parts of the work presented in  are reused in the current paper.

Security interoperability known as one of the most challenging research areas within the field of critical infrastructures by

International Organizations such as the NIST, and IEEE. Therefore, diverse technologies (sensors, meters, actuators and

so on) and various communication systems (WiMAX, Wi-Fi, ZigBee, 3G cellular and so on) as well as different domains

must cooperate in a unified ecosystem to provide the ability of performing critical actions. These actions, involving the

control of user’s sensitive information (e.g., electrical consumption) performed across the different elements of the SG

may be (i) tampered by malicious actors if data are not completely protected, or (ii) disrupted due to missing

standardization and interoperability mechanisms. The design of secure authorization and interoperability mechanisms is a

complex process as specified in . It is stated that the interconnection between systems that were not originally

envisioned to interoperate may pose unanticipated problems, not just in operation, but in data availability, resolution, and

format; it may also cause significant delays in the primitive operations.

A solution for providing a decentralized SG in a secure manner using blockchain is presented in . In respect to

Electricity Theft Detection, in  two solutions based on supervised learning are proposed. The first solution addresses

class imbalanced problems solving, perform feature extraction and then use a deep learning-based system to classify

electricity consumers. The second solution is a Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique Edited Nearest Neighbor

(SMOTEENN) system.  improves the security of existing SCADA systems within smart grids using a cyber-physical

digital signature scheme. In , Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI), which is an important component of an IoT

based Smart Grid is analyzed separately and secured based on evolutionary game theory. Ref.  proposed a

middleware architecture based on RBAC, Policy Enforcement Points (PEPs) and Policy DecisionPoints (PDPs) to collect

data streams from several sources connected to the AMI in a standardized format. In , a solution based on the usage of

PEPs and PDPs has been proposed to interconnect large distributions, involving technologies of different infrastructures,

manufacturers and vendors. In , a data-centric access control framework for smart grids that follow the
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publish/subscribe model has been analyzed, adopting an Attribute-Based Authorization Policy. In , an authorization

mechanism for monitoring and reduction in resource consumption by using resource trading contribution, implemented on

blockchain technology, has been designed. The proposed system provides secure data access and storage together with

controller functions transfers among householders.

The main limitation of the related state of the art is that these solutions are not able to cope with the dynamic environment

of SG, since they are based mainly on RBAC. Even more, the above solutions do not offer any implementation details, nor

performance evaluations through simulations.

Itron’s OpenWay Riva  is a commercial communication platform that offers well-defined points of interoperability

between customer and utility systems, greatly simplifying and reducing integration costs and issues.

4. Opinion Dynamics Approaches

Smart Grid is one of the largest applications of the Internet of Things, the revolution of the Internet and machine-to-

machine (M2M) communications. While SG offers many well-known benefits and new opportunities, their distributed

nature and two-way information flow between consumer and producer enables a multitude of new attacks against smart

grid infrastructure. Given the potentially extremely severe consequences that these attacks could have (e.g.,

environmental hazards/pollution, rendering hospitals or security defenses inoperable, suspension of economic activities) it

is important to note that these attacks are likely to have a significant impact on the environment. Therefore, it is evident

that it is imperative to develop anomaly/intrusion detection techniques and systems.

Traditional Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) are only a first line of defense in attempting to identify anomalous behavior

at very specific points in the infrastructure and are tailored to specific types of communication standards or data types,

which is not sufficient to track the wide range of attack vectors that could be used against an SG environment. One of the

most interesting and innovative cybersecurity innovations in the SG scenario is the usage of the Opinion Dynamics as a

distributed detection technology to evaluate the security status of the SG environment. The Opinion Dynamics method

proposes to aggregate the coverage of multiple detection systems strategically deployed on the infrastructure under a

common distributed framework, which permanently correlates all detected malicious patterns and anomalies and learns

from them.

The study and modeling of opinion propagation in a network through the interactions of its agents originated a few

decades ago. French in 1956 was one of the first researchers who focused on opinion dynamics . Subsequently, De

Groot formalized one of the simplest and most famous dynamic models of opinions in 1974 . Since then, the interest of

the research community has gradually increased and according to the nature of the context under consideration the

format of the different opinions expressed by the agent and the purpose of interaction, the dynamics of opinions have

taken different forms .

Opinion Dynamics can be used in the SG cybersecurity context to design a multi-agent advanced detection system 

, which is one of the main defense threats in the field of SG cybersecurity . In , an intrusion detection scheme

Opinion Dynamics-based was initially proposed under a theoretical perspective. From a practical point of view, in  its

ability to detect and monitor attacks in an industrial testbed was demonstrated; in , it also showed its contributions to

the Smart Grid scenario, and in  to the Industrial IoT, also known as IIoT, scenario. This is possible because the opinion

dynamics can include anomalous indicators (i.e., equipment and communication link compromises) as the main indicators

(opinions), which also include the integration of external IDS.
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